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Abstract: Advances in neuroscience have encouraged researchers to focus on developing
computational models that behave like the human brain. HMAX is one of the potential biologically
inspired models that mimic the primate visual cortex’s functions and structures. HMAX has
shown its effectiveness and versatility in multi-class object recognition with a simple computational
structure. It is still a challenge to implement the HMAX model in embedded systems due to
the heaviest computational S2 phase of HMAX. Previous implementations such as CoRe16 have
used a reconfigurable two-dimensional processing element (PE) array to speed up the S2 layer
for HMAX. However, the adder tree mechanism in CoRe16 used to produce output pixels by
accumulating partial sums in different PEs increases the runtime for HMAX. To speed up the
execution process of the S2 layer in HMAX, in this paper, we propose SAFA (systolic accelerator
for HMAX), a systolic-array based architecture to compute and accelerate the S2 stage of HMAX.
Using the output stationary (OS) dataflow, each PE in SAFA not only calculates the output pixel
independently without additional accumulation of partial sums in multiple PEs, but also reduces the
multiplexers applied in reconfigurable accelerators. Besides, data forwarding for the same input or
weight data in OS reduces the memory bandwidth requirements. The simulation results show that
the runtime of the heaviest computational S2 stage in HMAX model is decreased by 5.7%, and the
bandwidth required for memory is reduced by 3.53 × on average by different kernel sizes (except
for kernel = 12) compared with CoRe16. SAFA also obtains lower power and area costs than other
reconfigurable accelerators from synthesis on ASIC.

Keywords: neuromorphic algorithm; HMAX model; systolic array; hardware accelerator

1. Introduction

The human brain is the most power-efficient processor. The last three decades have seen great
success in understanding the ventral and dorsal pathways for the human visual cortex. These advances
have motivated computer vision scientists to develop so-called “neuromorphic vision algorithms”
for perception and cognition [1–4]. Neuromorphic models have shown high computing power and
impressive performances with simple neural structures via reverse-engineering of the human brain.

Among them, hierarchical model and X (HMAX) [5] is one of the potential primate cortical
models. HMAX was first proposed by Riesenhuber and Poggio in 1999 [5] and later extended by
Serre et al. in 2007 [6]. It is a feedforward hierarchical feature model for object recognition tasks with
a simple computation structure. HMAX can achieve an excellent balance between the computation cost,
simplicity, and recognition performance, which benefits the embedded and low-power systems. Thus,
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HMAX has attracted many researchers to improve its performance or to accelerate the computation
process [7–12].

HMAX mainly consists of four processing stages (S1, C1, S2, C2) with a hierarchy of alternating
S (convolutional) and C (pooling) layers by progressively integrating inputs from the lower layers.
Among the four stages, the S2 layer is the most computing-intensive. This stage convolutes each scale
of C1 layer with a large number of convolution kernels. The computation complexity for S2 layer is
O (k2rM2Pi), where k× k is the kernel size, r indicates the number of orientation, M×M is the size
of the input C1 layer, and Pi (i ∼ 4000) is the number of weight patches. Cortical Network Simulator
(CNS) [13] for HMAX on GPU also indicates that HMAX spends nearly 85% of the total runtime to
compute the S2 features.

Therefore, it is still a significant challenge to deploy the HMAX model on real-time artificial
intelligence at the edge. Fortunately, lots of work has been investigated to accelerate the S2 layer of
HMAX [11,14,15]. Sabarad et al. [11] composed processing element (PE) arrays to form a reconfigurable
two-dimensional convolution accelerator CoRe16 on FPGA to accelerate the heaviest computational S2
layer of HMAX model. Experimental results show that it achieves great speedup increased by 5 to
15 times compared to CNS-based implementation. Park et al. [15] used a different reconfigurable PE
array to accelerate the S2 layer of HMAX. However, the adder tree mechanism in CoRe16, Park et al.,
and Maashri et al. [14], used to calculate each output pixel by accumulation of partial sums in different
PEs, lowers the execution speed for HMAX.

To further speed up the execution process of S2 layer in HMAX, in this paper, we propose SAFA
(systolic accelerator for HMAX), a systolic-array based accelerator for the S2 stage in HMAX model.
Systolic arrays perform high computational parallelism by communicating directly between large
numbers of relatively simple, identical PE arrays [16]. Work in [17] indicates that output stationary
(OS) dataflow in systolic array runs faster than input stationary (IS) or weight stationary (WS) dataflow.
We then use the OS dataflow [18] to accelerate the S2 computation process for SAFA. Each PE in
SAFA produces an output pixel independently without additional accumulation of partial sums in
multiple PEs like CoRe16, which increases the calculation speed. Differently from the traditional
PE, which executes multiplication and accumulation (MAC) in the systolic array, our designed PE
uses a Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF) [19] operation for the S2 layer in HMAX. Following
OS dataflow, our PE also lessens the multiplexers used in SAFA, and so can attain low power and
area costs compared with reconfigurable accelerators. Besides, data forwarding for the same input
or weight data in one cycle for OS dataflow reduces the required memory bandwidth. The main
contributions are as follows:

1. We propose a systolic convolution array for the HMAX model, which can calculate different
sizes of convolution.

2. We utilize the OS dataflow to compute each output pixel in every PE independently,
which speeds up the execution process of the S2 layer in HMAX. Our designed PE can not only
match the computation for the S2 layer in HMAX, but also reduces the multiplexers used in SAFA,
which helps to obtain low power and area costs. Meanwhile, data forwarding for the same input
feature map or weight parameters in SAFA greatly reduces the memory bandwidth requirement
for SAFA.

3. We compared the runtime of SAFA with different shapes and found the best form of
the systolic array to accelerate the S2 layer in HMAX. The simulation results show that the most
computationally-intensive S2 phase’s runtime is decreased by 5.7%, and the storage bandwidth is
reduced by 3.53 times on average for different kernel sizes (except for kernel = 12) compared with
CoRe16. The synthesis results of SAFA on ASIC also achieve lower power and area costs than
reconfigurable accelerators such as CoRe16.

The rest of our work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background and preliminary
information. In Section 3, we introduce the structure of SAFA, the PE function, and the dataflow for
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SAFA in detail. Simulation results and discussions compared with CoRe16 and other reconfigurable
accelerators are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Background and Preliminary Information

The HMAX model we utilize in this paper was extended by Serre et al. [6]. As shown in Figure 1,
the HMAX model [6] is a four-stage (S1, C1, S2, C2) feature extraction model which follows the
hierarchical layer by alternating convolutional template matching (S1 and S2 layers) and max pooling
operations (C1 and C2 layers). The overall goal of HMAX model is to transform the gray scale images
into feature vectors, which can be issued to a support vector machine (SVM) for the final classification.
The detailed computation process of HMAX is as follows.

 
(Small Scale)

(Large Scale)

Input Image S  Layer C  Layer S  Layer C  Layer

 Max GRBF

1 1 2 2

v0

v1

vn

4k Pi

P1

P2
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Figure 1. The HMAX model overview. The gray-value image is first processed by performing the
convolution at four different orientations and eight scales (the full model uses 16 scales) through the S1
layer. The next C1 layer provides the local max (M) pooling over a neighborhood of the S1 layer in
both scales and space. In the next stage, the S2 layer uses the GRBF unit with a set of patches which
have been randomly sampled from a set of representative images [6]. At last, a global max pooling
operation is provided over the S2 layer to generate C2 values.

S1 layer: The gray value input image is first convolved by Gabor filters in the S1 layer with
different orientations at every possible position. As shown in Table 1, the filter sizes in the S1 layer
range from 7× 7 to 37× 37 with a step size of two pixels (only four scales are visualized in Figure 1).
Thus, the S1 layer has 64 different receptive fields (4 orientations × 16 scales) used for convolution.

C1 layer: The C1 layer is the first max pooling layer to pool over nearby two S1 scales with the
same orientation to the scale band. This operation also subsamples the S1 features, leading to a smaller
C1 layer size while maintaining the same number of orientations as the S1 layer. The pooling units
spread from 8× 8 to 22× 22 with a step size of two for the corresponding scale bands in S1 layer.
Not that the C1 responses are not calculated at every possible location, and the C1 layer only overlaps
by an amount from 4 to 11 with a step size of 1 (Table 1) corresponding to different scale bands in S1
layer. This also makes the computations in the next layer more efficient.
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Table 1. Summary of the S1 and C1 layer parameters. The filter sizes of S1 layer range from 7× 7 to
37× 37 with a step size of 2, leading to 64 different receptive fields in total (4 orientations × 16 scales).
C1 layer pooling sizes spread from 8× 8 to 22× 22 with a step size of 2 corresponding to the S1 layer
scale bands.

Scale Band C1 Spatial Pooling Grid Overlap S1 Filter Size

Band 1 8× 8 4
7× 7
9× 9

Band 2 10× 10 5
11× 11
13× 13

Band 3 12× 12 6
15× 15
17× 17

Band 4 14× 14 7
19× 19
21× 21

Band 5 16× 16 8
23× 23
25× 25

Band 6 18× 18 9
27× 27
29× 29

Band 7 20× 20 10
31× 31
33× 33

Band 8 22× 22 11
35× 35
37× 37

S2 layer: The S2 features are computed by template matching each position and scale bands of
the C1 layer (referred as Xs) with a dictionary of predefined patches (Pi). Each Pi prototype kernel is of
size n× n× r, where n ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16} and r denote the orientation. The following GRBF [19] gives the
response of S2:

R (Xs, Pi) = exp(−‖Xs − Pi‖2

2ασ2 ), (1)

where Xs={1,...4} represents the number of scale bands in C1 layer, and Pi={1,...4000} indicates the number

of prototype kernels in the dictionary. We set α = (n/4)2, and the standard deviation σ is 1, the same
as CoRe16 [11]. The S2 output can be Pi (i ∼ 4000) group feature maps depending on the number of Pi.

C2 layer: The C2 response is calculated by a global max pooling over all scales and positions of
each S2 type to obtain a single vector. Each S2 type corresponds to the match for every prototype Pi
and the input image at every position and scale. The C2 response RC2 is expressed as

RC2 = max {R (Xs, Pi)} . (2)

To implement S2 and C2 computation in hardware, alternatively, the S2 and C2 calculations can be
re-formulated as

R (Xs, Pi) =
‖Xs − Pi‖2

2ασ2 , (3)

RC2 = exp {min {R (Xs, Pi)}} . (4)

This reformulation indicates that the exponential operation of S2 calculation can be moved to
after the C2 layer to reduce the number of exponential functions. Consequently, the C2 layer operation
is global minimum rather than a global maximum and we merely need to conduct an exponential
operation on the reduced data (Equation (3)) once to obtain C2 vectors. Similarly, we can also calculate
the constant denominator term α in Equation (3) for a given Pi kernel size. This helps reduce computing
resources (multipliers) for the S2 layer, which in turn is used to accelerate convolution operations.
Above all, we only need to compute the Euclidean distance between the C1 input and the patches
(‖Xs − Pi‖2) after reformulation to accelerate the S2 process in hardware.
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3. SAFA: Systolic Accelerator for HMAX

In this section, we introduce the accelerator architecture: SAFA (systolic accelerator for HMAX)
to accelerate the S2 computation for HMAX. Our S2 layer of HMAX accelerator SAFA is made up of
systolic arrays with highly modular space and temporal regularity.

3.1. Structure of the Systolic Array

As shown in Figure 2, SAFA is a 16× 16 systolic array that contains 256 identical and simple
PEs. The global and large fan-out interconnect is divided into local interconnections between
neighboring PEs. Besides, the input/output data are transferred into/from the PE array between
the neighboring PEs to avoid the use of redundant multiplexers. Combined with the short, local,
peer-to-peer interconnects, SAFA can obtain a high frequency with massive parallelization over even
a thousand PEs.

Patch Fetcher InterfaceControl

PE
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PE
(0,2)

PE
(0,15)

PE
(1,1)

PE
(1,2)

PE
(1,0)
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(15,15)
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(0,0)

Figure 2. The structure of SAFA. SAFA is a 16× 16 systolic array containing 256 identical and simple
PEs. The key of SAFA is expressed as (1) local interconnecting and (2) shifting data transfer.

3.2. Processing Element

The processing element we design is the fundamental computational element in SAFA. Figure 3
shows the schematic diagram of our designed PE. The PE includes three calculation components and
four registers. The activation register passes C1 input data to the right neighbor PE and the patch
register passes the S2 patch to the down PE. The subtractor is followed by a multiplier to calculate
the partial sum of the Euclidean distance between the C1 feature and the patch parameter. The adder
then accumulates this partial sum. The control register dominates the accumulated times. It depends
on the size of Pi kernel and orientation, ensuring that each PE computes one output pixel of S2 layer.
Once the current PE figures out one output pixel, a register will transfer it to the right neighbor PE.

Differently from the traditional systolic array where the PE performs MAC operation, our designed
PE implements subtraction, multiplication, and accumulation operations to carry out the reduced
GRBF [19] function in S2 layer (details are illustrated in Section 2). Compared with reconfigurable
accelerators, such as CoRe16 or Park et al. [15], our PE also does not use the multiplexers or other
selectors to choose the available C1 layer input or patches. This also reduces the computational
resource and helps to decrease the computing power for SAFA.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a single PE in SAFA. Unlike the traditional systolic array where the PE
performs MAC operation, our designed PE implements subtraction, multiplication, and accumulation
operations to carry out the reduced GRBF function (details are illustrated in Section 2) in the S2 layer.

3.3. Schematic Dataflow for SAFA

Figure 4 depicts the schematic dataflow for SAFA. We mainly utilize the OS dataflow for SAFA.
Assume the input C1 feature map is of size M×M× r; then the output S2 feature map for each Pi is
of size (M− n + 1)× (M− n + 1)× r. We mainly use the HMAX model extended by reference [6] in
this paper. It is a classic implementation of HMAX model which exhibits an excellent balance between
recognition performance and computation cost for many different object categories.

A larger orientation value r, larger kernel size n, and larger number of patches Pi can improve the
accuracy of the HMAX. Reference [6] indicates that when the orientation equals four, kernel size is four,
and with Pi being 400, HMAX can provide enough performance for object classification. Considering
the performance and simplicity, we set the orientation as four—kernel size being four—and the
number of patches to 400 in this paper, as shown in Figure 3. Besides, we use the same input image size
256× 256 as CoRe16 [11]. The S1 layer size is similar to the input image since the S1 layer convolutional
Gabor filters do not change the original size of the input feature map. As shown in Table 1, the first
scale band of C1 layer is obtained by S1 layer through 8× 8 pooling with an overlap of 4. As a result,
the size of C1 first scale band is 63× 63× 4 (M = 256−8

4 + 1). We then take the C1 first scale band input
size as an example to present the OS dataflow for SAFA.

The green dashed lines in Figure 4 illustrate the computation sequence for each PE in SAFA.
As shown in Figure 4, PE(0,0) gets the C1 input A1, 1 and P1 patch group value a1, 1 at the first cycle
(the first green dashed line). PE(0,0) performs the subtraction and multiplication of the two inputs
and accumulates the result in the adder (reduced GRBF function) within the PE along with previous
partial sums. Meanwhile, the other PEs are idle, since no data come from at least one of their inputs.
In cycle 2 (second green dashed line), the patch data a1, 1 are passed to PE(1,0) and the input A1, 1
data from PE(0,0) are shifted to PE(0,1). Consequently, both PE(0,1) and PE(1,0) have the required
data to execute an operation. At the same cycle, PE(0,0) can also execute computation with new data
from the C1 input layer. For the 16× 16 systolic array shown in Figure 4, all PEs are active after
31 cycles. Therefore, they are able to process the data from their neighboring PEs synchronously,
execute computation, and transfer data to the next PEs simultaneously in each cycle. Once the in-PE
computation has been completed, the output pixel in the shift register is passed across the horizontal
PEs to the external memory.

The blue values in Figure 4 each represent a final pixel in the C1 layer used to compute one output
pixel. Once all the PEs are active, in every cycle, SAFA receives 16 input pixels and performs 256
subtract–multiply–accumulate operations with corresponding patch parameters. Each row’s PEs are
responsible for output pixels for different patch groups, whereas each column produces the adjacent
output pixels corresponding to the same patch group.
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Figure 4 also shows that the same red values A1, 4 are utilized for four times (equal to kernel size
n) in one cycle, and we merely need to extract them once from memory. This significantly reduces
the required bandwidth for SAFA. The accuracy of HMAX model depends on the precision of the
data bit-width hardware implementation. Higher bit-width usually means better accuracy while
SAFA is mainly applied in embedded systems. Considering the performance and power consumption,
we set data-bit width as 32 bits, which is also similar to reference [20]. We pick up the data stream
from SAFA. For the 16-line C1 input, we load 5× 32 = 160 bits per cycle. As for 16-line patches,
it takes 16× 32 = 512 bits per cycle, as each patch group is different. Finally, we only need to load
512 + 160 = 672 bits data per cycle in total for SAFA.
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Figure 4. The SAFA dataflow diagram. We mainly use the OS dataflow for SAFA. The green dashed
line indicates the calculation sequence of each PE in SAFA. The same red color values A1, 4 represent
the data reused in our dataflow. In contrast, the blue values donate the last pixels of the C1 input
required to calculate an output pixel.

Similarly, CoRe16 [11], which is a reconfigurable systolic array, consists of 16 composed 4× 4 PE
arrays. The patches in the composed PE arrays are transmitted to the subsequent row’s PE in every
cycle, while each column receives different input data simultaneously. Each composed PE array uses
the same patch, and CoRe16 needs 4× 32 = 128 bits for the patch group per cycle. As for the C1 input
data, every composed PE array requires at least four different pixels in one cycle. There are 16 such
composed PE arrays in CoRe16, and the memory requirement for CoRe16 is 4× 16× 32 + 128 = 2176
bits in one cycle. Compared to CoRe16, when the kernel size equals four, the storage bandwidth for
SAFA is reduced by 2176/672 = 3.24 times. We mainly use a square 16× 16 array for SAFA, as it
achieves the best performance among different shapes of the systolic array (details are illustrated
in Section 4.6).

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experiment Setup

We used Matlab to simulate the calculations and runtimes of SAFA and CoRe16 for performance
evaluation. Matlab ran under Mac OS Mojave with a CPU of 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 and 8 GB of DDR3
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1600 MHz. The basic implementation of the HMAX model can be found in [21]. The example dataset
was 10 images of the Labeled Faces in Wild database [22]. We also synthesized the prototype of SAFA
as well as other reconfigurable accelerators on ASIC by utilizing Synopsys DC, 28 nm tech library.
The frequency met timing at 1.25 GHz. The synthesis results were used to build an event-based power
and area model.

4.2. Implementation Details

In this paper, we compare CoRe16 as the main baseline. The multiplier usually takes a longer time
than the adder in hardware implementation. The subtractor can be somehow equivalent to the adder
(adding a negative number), and the running time of a subtractor can be equal to the adder. To simulate
the compute process, we set the subtraction operation as one cycle, the multiplication operation as five
cycles, and the addition operation as one cycle following the cycle count set in reference [23] for each
PE in SAFA and CoRe16. The calculation process for the runtime of SAFA is described as follows.

The SAFA runtime mainly depends on the data loop, which is divided into two parts, the input
data loop and the patch group loop. The number of input data loops is related to the S2 size (M− n+ 1),
while the number of loops for a patch group depends on the quantity of patch groups. We also take the
C1 first scale band input size M equaling 63 as an example; the output S2 size is 60 (63− 4 + 1). As each
column in a systolic array corresponds to 16 output pixels of a patch group; the number of input data
loops is 60× 60/16 = 225—i.e., 16 output pixels in an S2 output group are obtained in one data loop.
As for the patch group loop, SAFA computes 16 patch groups for one loop. When the number of
patches is 400 [6], the patch group loop is 400/16 = 25. The calculation time of one output pixel in
each PE relies on the kernel size, orientation, and calculation time for the partial sum. In this paper, the
kernel size is four; the orientation is four [6]; and the calculation time for the partial sum including
subtraction, multiplication, and accumulation is seven cycles [23]. Since SAFA is a 16× 16 systolic
array, it takes 31 cycles to fill the entire array (as illustrated in Section 3.3). Therefore, the runtime for
SAFA in S2 layer is 225× 25× 4× 4× 4× 7 + 31 = 2, 520, 031 cycles.

4.3. Comparison of Runtime

Figure 5 presents the effect of S2 size on runtime for different kernel sizes. As can be seen, the
runtime of SAFA and CoRe16 increases with an exponential rate. When the S2 size is large, the HMAX
model needs to calculate more pixels, resulting in a significant runtime increase.

Figure 6a reflects the percentage of SAFA runtime reduction compared to CoRe16. The horizontal
axis S2 size varies from 1 to 60. We can see that in most cases, SAFA achieves better performance.
Although SAFA’s acceleration effect is not as good as CoRe16 when kernel equals 12 or 16 and S2 size
is small (less than 10), this only occupies a small proportion for the computation of HMAX model.
To explain, CoRe16 uses the adder tree accumulation mechanism to calculate each pixel. When S2 size
is small, its unit utilization is higher (see Section 4.5 for analysis).

Figure 6b shows the percentage of SAFA runtime reduction compared to CoRe16 when S2 size
ranges from 10 to 60 (since most of the calculations are concentrated on it). As can be seen, SAFA
performs better than CoRe16 under different kernel sizes. When kernel size ranges from 4 to 16,
the average runtime is reduced by 11.18%, 3.44%, 39.67%, or 2.5%, respectively.

Note that we can acquire a significant speedup compared with CoRe16 when the kernel size is 12.
The reason is that CoRe16 computes the larger kernels (8, 12, 16) output through the adder mechanism
by the small one (4). CoRe16 mainly includes sixteen 4× 4 PE arrays with each used to accumulate
the partial sums of the larger kernels. Thus, CoRe16 can process up to sixteen 4× 4 or four 8× 8 S2
kernels in parallel. It is also able to process one 12× 12 or 16× 16 kernel in parallel. When the kernel
is 12, only twelve (equaling to kernel size, 75% of the whole array for CoRe16) 4× 4 PE arrays are
utilized in CoRe16, and it does not work at full load. In contrast, SAFA produces output pixels in each
PE and is able to perform at full load under different kernel sizes. For a fair comparison, we exclude
the performance gain when kernel = 12 compared with CoRe16.
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Figure 5. Effects of S2 size on the runtimes of SAFA and CoRe16 under different kernel sizes.
The runtimes of SAFA and CoRe16 increase with exponential rates.
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(b) S2 size from 10 to 60.

Figure 6. Percentage of SAFA runtime reduction compared to CoRe16. Note that when kernel size =
12, CoRe 16 does not work at full load due to the adder tree mechanism to produce an output pixel.
For a fair comparison, we exclude the performance gain when kernel = 12 compared with CoRe16.
However, we still achieve better performance. As shown in Figure 6b, the average runtime reduction
compared with CoRe16 is 5.7% under different kernel sizes except for kernel =12 (since it is not suited
for CoRe16).
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We can also see that a larger kernel for CoRe16 brings less runtime reduction. To explain, CoRe16
behaves more similarly to our SAFA with a larger kernel size. Specially, when the kernel is the largest
(16), CoRe16 only produces an output pixel in one calculation, which performs like a more massive PE
in SAFA. The average runtime is reduced by 5.7% under different kernel sizes except for kernel = 12
(since it is unsuitable for CoRe16).

4.4. Comparison of Storage Bandwidth

Storage bandwidth is based on the maximum amount of data that the accelerator needs in a single
cycle. Figure 7 illustrates the storage bandwidth requirement under different kernels. Note that SAFA
needs less storage bandwidth compared with CoRe16 under different kernels. The reason is that SAFA
transmits and reuses both input and patch data, while CoRe16, which merely reuses the patch group,
needs a larger input data stream.

Meanwhile, as kernel size increases, the storage bandwidth required by SAFA gradually decreases
and CoRe16 is almost unchanged except that the kernel size is 12. This is because, with the increase of
kernel size, the single datum is multiplexed more times in SAFA at each cycle. CoRe16 calculates the
output pixels of the larger kernels with the small one. In perfect combination matching (i.e., kernel
size = 8 or 16), there is no change for the required bandwidth between them. The memory requirement
reduction compared with CoRe16 is 3.24, 3.58, 2.74, or 3.78 times under kernel = 4, 8, 12, pr 16,
respectively. Since when kernel size is 12, CoRe16 does not work at full load, the storage bandwidth of
SAFA can be reduced by 3.53 times on average (except for kernel = 12) under different kernels.

Figure 7. Storage bandwidth requirement for both SAFA and CoRe16. The storage bandwidth of SAFA
is reduced by 3.53 times on average under different kernels (except for kernel = 12).

4.5. Comparison of Unit Utilization

Figure 8 presents the unit utilization for SAFA and CoRe16 under different kernels. We can see
that SAFA performs well with a larger S2 size and reaches nearly 100% unit utilization under different
kernels. The reason is that with the increase of S2 size, SAFA works more times at full load, resulting
in fewer unused units. Under different kernels, SAFA unit utilization is constant. This is because SAFA
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calculates output pixels in each PE unit. The kernel size only influences the calculation time of output
pixels in each PE unit.
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Figure 8. Unit utilization comparison for SAFA and CoRe16. SAFA performs well with a larger S2 size
and reaches nearly 100% unit utilization under different kernels. This is because SAFA works more
times at full load with a lager S2 size, resulting in fewer unused units.

For CoRe16, as S2 size increases, the unit utilization gradually becomes stable. Under different
kernels, the unit utilization of CoRe16 is different. To explain, CoRe16 calculates output pixels by adder
tree accumulation. With a larger kernel size, fewer pixels are calculated by CoRe16 when working at
full load, and the utilization ratio is relatively higher.

To better reveal the unit utilization comparison between SAFA and CoRe16, Figure 9 shows the
percentage of SAFA unit utilization improvement compared to CoRe16 under different kernels. We can
see that in most cases (except for kernel = 12), SAFA unit utilization is close or better than CoRe16.
When the kernel equals 12 or 16, and S2 is small (less than 10), SAFA unit utilization performs not
as well as CoRe16. This is because CoRe16 only processes one output pixel for one patch group in
that case, whereas SAFA produces sixteen output pixels for one patch group. When S2 size is small,
SAFA is more likely not to perform at full load.
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Figure 9. Unit utilization improvement compared to CoRe16 under different kernels. In most cases
(except for kernel = 12), SAFA unit utilization is close or better than CoRe16.

4.6. Sensitivity of Shape Array on Runtime

In this subsection, we still use Matlab to simulate the runtime of SAFA in different shapes
realistically. Figure 10 presents the runtime of SAFA in different shapes. We can see that when the
array size is 16× 16, the runtime is the shortest. This is because the square systolic array can make use
of the patch group loop; i.e., the number of patch groups can be divided by 16. Meanwhile, the data
loop can be utilized as well, and the unit utilization is high. Note that the closer the array is to a square,
the shorter the runtime. Compared with 1× 256, 2× 128, 4× 64, and 8× 32, the runtime of SAFA is
decreased by 21.9%, 21.8%, 10.7%, and 3.8%, separately. In comparison with 256× 1, 128× 2, 64× 4,
and 32× 8, the runtime of squared SAFA is reduced by 6.2%, 3.0%, 1.3%, and 0.4%, respectively.
Therefore, we choose a square array (16× 16) for SAFA.

Figure 10. Runtime of SAFA in different shapes. Note that a square array (16× 16) for SAFA achieves
the shortest runtime.

4.7. Area and Power Evaluation

The synthesis results on ASIC for SAFA and other reconfigurable accelerators are reported in
Table 2. As shown in Table 2, SAFA is 3.32 W with 3.93 mm2, which achieves the lowest power and
area compared with the rest reconfigurable accelerators.

We also use frames per second (FPS) as a metric to indicate the processing speed for each PE in
SAFA, CoRe16, and Park et al. [15]. Here, the image size is 256× 256, the same as CoRe16 [11]. Table 3
presents the area, power, and FPS for the PE in S2 accelerators. We can see that our PE can obtain
higher FPS compared with other reconfigurable accelerators while maintaining lower power and area.
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This is because, in SAFA, the input feature map and the patches can be reused to produce output pixels
following the OS dataflow. This feature also helps to reduce the multiplexers utilized in the PE of
SAFA, as most of the reconfigurable accelerators rely on multiplexers to select proper input pixels for
further computation.

Table 2. Area and power evaluation for SAFA and other reconfigurable accelerators (28 nm). As can be
seen, SAFA obtains the lowest power and area compared with the rest of the reconfigurable accelerators.

Maashri et al. [14] Park et al. [15] CoRe16 [11] SAFA

Area (mm2) 4.44 4.06 4.14 3.93
Power (mw) 3715.3 3390.1 3456.9 3320.8

Table 3. Area, power, and FPS evaluation for the PE in SAFA and other reconfigurable accelerators.
The PE of SAFA also achieves higher FPS in contrast with other reconfigurable accelerators while
maintaining lower power and area.

Park et al. [15] CoRe16 [11] SAFA

Area (mm2) 0.0147 0.0154 0.0141
Power (mw) 12.6 13.1 12.2
FPS 1.74 1.69 1.81

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a systolic accelerator SAFA for HMAX-based multi-class object
recognition algorithms. The core of SAFA was to calculate the corresponding output pixels in each
PE using the OS dataflow. Meanwhile, our designed PE could avoid the overhead to accumulate
partial sums in different PEs and lessen the multiplexers used in most reconfigurable accelerators.
Data forwarding for the same input or patch parameters also reduced the required memory bandwidth.
The results showed that SAFA reduced the runtime for the heaviest computing S2 phase in HMAX by
5.7%, and the memory bandwidth requirement was decreased by 3.53 × on average under different
kernels (except for kernel = 12) compared with CoRe16. Besides, SAFA also provided lower power
and area costs in contrast with reconfigurable accelerators from synthesis on ASIC. Future work
is to optimize SAFA to support different computer vision algorithms, such as deep convolution
neural networks.
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